Everywhere Admired

ALL CARS are good. Some are better. A few are really superb—superb creations, every ounce of metal and every pound of motive power serving a definite purpose.

See the latest Winton Six, and you will instantly recognize a most distinguished car—delightful to behold, a joy to own, a car that makes you feel you've arrived. Winton is the newest, the most refreshing of automobiles, with abundant power and comfort, extraordinary economy—and which is most important—a sturdiness that endures.

Make your choice a Winton Six, and you will be a thoroughly happy owner. We are at your service. Simply telephone.

The Winton Company
674 Commonwealth Avenue
BOSTON, MASS.

Two Banking Offices in the Back Bay
Massachusetts Ave., Corner Boylston St.
Copley Square, 579 Boylston St.

STATE TRUST COMPANY
Main Office, 33 State St.

Are You Facing
Yesterday or Tomorrow?

The problem of yesterday was Distribution. That of today is Production. Production will continue to be the problem of tomorrow. And fundamental to its solution is the Business of Industrial Building.

As conducted by Aberthaw, this Business has been placed on the same careful, scientific basis of organization, of estimating, planning and cost accounting that obtains in the most modern of the industries themselves.

The fact enables Aberthaw to offer to its clients such work that is prompt, intelligent, and workmanlike fulfillment of any order they may place on the same careful, scientific basis of organization, of estimating, planning and cost accounting that obtains in the most modern of the industries themselves.

Miss A. I. DARLING
Typewriting Multiplying Addressing Adding Machine Sales
The experience in scientific work of 20 years makes her unusually qualified for business with the United States Government.

188 Massachusetts Avenue
HARVARD SQUARE, CAMBRIDGE
Telephone, Cambridge 480

ARE YOU ONE OF THESE MEN?

A Client Seeks The Services Of Four Men About To Be Graduated From College.

Wanted: One Northern Representative, One Southern Representative, One Asst. Sales Manager, and One Assistant to Manager of Purchasing by a large Eastern Wholesale Lamper firm.

College Man with no previous experience. Accepted if he is—aggressively alert, quick thinking, clear-headed, careful with his general appearance, inclined towards congenial personality, good mixer, knows the knack of bargain buying and selling, neat, keeps busy, doesn’t need encouragement to work, nor an eraser on the end of his pencil, and desires to eventually work into this company by the hardest of work, loyalty and ability and be a part owner through assistance offered him by this long established firm.

A bright future awaits this man. Every applicant will be interviewed. The men accepted will be well repaid for their efforts.

If You Believe You Are One Of These Men—
Write A Brief Letter—To Us—Telling Why?

THE RALPH G. HURD CO.
Advertising

LAW

THE BOSTON UNIVERSITY

LAW SCHOOL
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